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We are living in very difficult times with no fishing for the foreseeable future. We would like to thank all
those clubs who promptly officially closed their water. Angling has to be seen in acting responsibly in
times of national crisis. Many of us have loved ones at risk and we need to do whatever it takes to come
through. A word on staff at the EA, many of whom are working from home, but still managing to
respond to our questions. We need to understand that they also have many problems and we need to
be understanding of this.
Given the current situation it will come as no surprise that all Association meetings have been cancelled
but your officers are operating electronically to address issues as they arise. Angling representative
bodies are doing likewise so we include web links to their most recent communications.
Many clubs have closed their waters and have been in contact with the Angling Trust and Fish Legal who
have issued additional guidance:
https://joinanglingtrust.net/covid19-individual-anglers/
Concerns have been as to how clubs can effectively “police their waters” with the restrictions on travel.
As a result, the following guidance has been received from David Lees AT North West Regional,
Enforcement Manager Fisheries Enforcement Support Service, with regard to bailiffs,

As a fisheries manager, water bailiff or accredited club volunteer am I allowed to travel
by vehicle to the fishery to carry out essential work to ensure the fishery is secure and
no-one is fishing it?

Travel is authorised for persons acting on official duties and travelling to or from work when they
cannot work from home. The Government are not saying only people doing “essential” work can
go to work. Anyone who cannot work from home can still travel to work and there is no stipulation
requiring this to be paid work.
We would advise that this type of work is classified as essential to your fishery and that, obviously,
this is not possible to be done from your home. Further, we would advise that where a fishery is
fenced and gated you change the locks immediately.
Any attempts to exploit loopholes in the legislation by allowing bailiffs to continue fishing waters
as part of their ‘security duties’ would be seen as highly questionable and leave both the fishery
and the individuals open to challenge by the police. Furthermore, it is likely that the relevant
insurance cover would be rendered invalid.

Police Advice
The National Policing Lead on Rural & Wildlife Crime’s Staff Officer has advised us that:
“The Police support and protect the UK’s infrastructure, including the recreational fishing industry,
recognising that waters and commercial interests still require protection at this difficult time. If a
person’s essential travel is ‘reasonable’ and ‘proportionate’ then they should fulfil their roles
protecting fisheries, whilst taking as much care as possible to prevent the spread of the virus.”
Bailiffs and Club Volunteers
For clubs that do not have employees then we would advise that nominated volunteers – for
example club bailiffs – could carry out these activities and would further advise that they carry a
letter from the relevant club official explaining why these are viewed as ‘essential activities’ and
cannot be done from home.
At all times, Government guidelines should be followed to stop the risk of spreading the virus;
there should be no more than two employees / volunteers in attendance, they should ensure that
at all times they are a minimum of two metres apart and should wash their hands thoroughly
before arriving at the fishery and afterwards. They should carry bio-wipes to clean gates, locks or
any surface likely to be touched by others before and after use. If bio-wipes are not available use
disposable gloves.

The latest newsletter from the Salmon & Trout Conservation can be accessed from the web link below:
https://mailchi.mp/salmon-trout/your-stc-february-news?e=1ddf8f816c
The Atlantic Salmon Trust continues to work on the Missing Salmon Project and the Tracking of Salmon
at Sea.
https://atlanticsalmontrust.org/themissingsalmonproject/
NWATFCC continues to press the E.A. for their promised inclusion in the statistical reviews of salmon
stocks. They are also so involved with cross border issues involving the Natural Resources Wales and
with SEPA in Scotland.
Another issue that has been taken up with MP‘s is the actions of the E.A. and their effects on the value
of our fisheries.
Despite current difficulties these organisations continue to press for action.
Ribble Fish Returns 2019
David Hinks is still awaiting returns from a significant number of clubs. Please will club secretaries send
him the returns asap at hinksdavid@hotmail.com. These figures are of crucial importance in our
negotiations with the E.A. Given the amount of time people now have I would have thought the returns
should have been in a long time ago! One feels like naming and shaming but?
E.A. Meetings
Members will be aware that the regular meetings with the E.A. have been suspended due to Covid 19.
However, we are able to maintain a contact with local |E.A. personnel electronically. Our thanks to
their co-operation in ensuring that the links are maintained, especially at this very difficult time.

Fish Movement - Waddow Counter
Below are the latest figures from the counter at Waddow together with 2019 for comparison.
2019
2020
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Totals

Up

Down

Up

Down

1
11
34
22
59
719
376
173
235
604
162
14
2410

0
0
5
5
10
59
20
8
5
34
24
13
183

6
11
23

1
7
2

40

10

Thanks to Daniel Atkinson for his assistance in providing these figures.
Pollution
At the time of writing the rivers are very low. Please those of you who are able to walk the banks report
on any pollution you see. First to the EA Hotline 0800 80 70 60 and not to any individual Officer or Club.
Always ask for feedback and make sure you note the reference number. Once you have this contact the
appropriate RFCA Pollution Coordinator Fred Higham, Ribble and Hodder, on 01200 423314, Graham
Parkes, Calder, on 07861 696813.
Anti-Poaching
With no one fishing our rivers are effectively wide open so again if you are able to walk the banks keep
your eyes open. Please note the AT advice that officially appointed club bailiffs can still do their job in
these times. Already there have been incidents on the Calder and one particular vehicle reported to the
E.A. and the Police.
The above reporting arrangements apply with the only difference that the RFCA Anti-Poaching Officer is
Grant Hinks and can be contacted on 07930 807 980
Webcams
The Locks webcam was almost ready but work has stopped because of the virus. The Winckley camera
has also gone down but we cannot get to it to find out what is wrong. It is just another example of how
the things we take for granted but cannot now occur.
Avian Predation
With the virus it is likely that we will undershoot our quota as shooters have not been able to get out
and many fisheries are closed. It is therefore, vital that Phil has the monthly returns so that he can
complete the annual return whilst being able to make a case for a renewal.
Below is a coarse fishing review done for us by Nigel and Neil, which we hope will encourage anglers to
look forward at this difficult time.
Best wishes to one and all and keep safe.
David Hinks - John Whitham - John Rawlinson - Nigel Geary - Neil Smith

Ref: RFCANEWS50-APR20/JR/JWW/CDH

Well here we are 3 weeks into the Government lock
down wondering whether we will be back on the river
for the glorious 16 of June!!?? It goes without saying
that this is well down the pecking order in the greater
scheme of things but one that I’m sure all Ribble
anglers will be thinking? As this is a Fisheries report I’ll
not dwell any longer on the madness that’s all
consuming currently, lets use this as a geta-away from
this, much as angling is in general.
I have recently got involved with the RFCA and view this
as a fabulous opportunity for a voice for Coarse fishing
on the catchment and the hundreds of like minded
anglers who fish the river from the �dal reaches
through to maybe as far upstream as Edisford(Mar�n
James-Chub)? A great number of these anglers may not
be too familiar with the work of the RFCA? I suppose
from afar it could be considered as very much game
orientated, however I am fortunate that I stride both
sides of this “fence”. As a result of this I have been
aware of the great work carried out by the Consulta�ve
over the years.
So, a bit about myself and the reason that I have been
asked to compile a Coarse Fishing Season review and
why I’m more than happy to help out wherever I can. I
tried to work out the first �me I fished the Ribble and
its exactly 40 years in 2020. I won’t bore you with the
story of that trip, I once told it on Mar�n James superb
BBC Radio show “At the Waters Edge”(you may have
heard this or even be able to find this archive!?)
Recently I have been fortunate enough to take a lease
on a short length of our magnificent river and its from
this I felt it right that the syndicate should become a
member of the Consulta�ve. From this we as a group
would be aware of what was going on from the top of
the river through to �dal. As we have two clubs above,
below and opposite I also felt that we could keep in
touch with these for numerous reasons that may arise.

RFCA-2019-20 Coarse
Fishing Season Review

JP with a 11lb 4oz caught in-between hailstorms in
March. One of his 20 doubles for the season

“To safeguard and promote the interests of owners,
lessees of fishing, and anglers, by developing
sustainable fisheries and maximising the riverine
environment through consulta�on with the
environment Agency and other bodies with similar
aims and objec�ves.”

h�p://www.ribblefisheriesca.co.uk

What immediately surprised me however was the lack
of involvement from the Coarse fraternity both as
individual members and club involvement? What I/we
are hoping to s�r is some interac�on and future
involvement from the coarse lads, the RCFA isn’t a
game fishing “group” it’s a body (Consulta�ve) that
represents ALL anglers who fish the river. As we know
our numbers (angling in general) are in serious
decline, very few youngsters are coming into angling
and as a result in years to come we (anglers) could be
thin on the ground. As pointed out I enrolled our
group so that we had a sounding board from the
en�re river. Towards the end of the season we had
some poaching issues that we shared as a result of
being part of the Consulta�ve. I also see major
advantages from being involved on repor�ng pollu�on
that could be upstream of your clubs for example! I
also see the RFCA as a sounding board for other
ma�ers arising such as impact from preda�on, work
being carried out on the river, stocking being carried
out, the list goes on. I can guarantee that on all of
these topics raised and more someone within the
RFCA will have the knowledge, understanding and
ability to advise and react. We need to see the
Consulta�ve as a voice for all Ribble anglers and that
includes the huge number of Coarse Anglers.
I cannot stress enough the need for both individuals
and clubs to both join and become involved. The
Ribble is arguably the most diverse river on the west
coast of England with possibly the Wye and Severn
coming anywhere close and these from our locality
being many miles away. We are really fortunate to be
able to fish here so lets look a�er it as best we can! So,
on to the fishing……………it was in the main superb!

John, probably the most consistent angler
currently on the river was fishing
RADAC’s waters that offers some
fabulous flood water fishing throughout
its fishings.

As June 16th came around for once we had some decent
water and this was the feature for most of the summer.
From this we didn’t have the usual build up of weed that
hampers presenta�on and makes even just recas�ng a
drawn-out affair. But the start of the season can be and was
hit and miss, I’m sure that a�er 3 months of no-bait going
into the river its takes the fish �me to switch onto this
available food source again and from this ul�mately get
caught. Looking back at my notes and our syndicates
WhatsApp group threads it was reported that the river even
though at a great hight carried a peat stain for days a�er
the peak of the li� and very few fish were actually showing
or ge�ng caught? It got to July before it really picked up
with Barbel showing and Dace in par�cular for those float
fishing. RADAC Secretary Dave Pickering was one of the
anglers doing well with the Dace and Chub float fishing and
also reported that Sea Trout up to 3 to 4lbs were becoming
a nuisance!!
By mid-July however the river dropped low and became
very much a last-knockings and a�er dark affair for the
Barbel in par�cular. But this was the only real blip of low
water condi�ons as by the 28/07 the river came into a
decent flood and washed what weed had built up away and
switched the fish onto the feed. John Pimlo� took
advantage of the condi�ons having Barbel of 11lb 8oz-11lb6oz-9lb-7oz and very encouraging 2 x 2lbers John, probably
the most consistent angler currently on the river was fishing
RADAC’s waters that offers some fabulous flood water
fishing throughout its fishings.
The second week of August saw another near 5’
flood (web-cam/our gauge readings image
needed here) that again had the barbel feeding
well again. One of our members at Balderstone
was doing well racking numbers of barbel up with
a few doubles included plus a number of Chub.
These fish were coming out at any �me of day
due to the great condi�ons making the �ming
easy for everyone. Another flood on the 22/08
con�nued the sport throughout the month. What
was really encouraging as the levels dropped inbetween floods was the abundance of small Chub
and Dace. One of our members took his young
nephew on using line to hand method with a
whip and repor�ng that it was one a chuck. There
was even a bonus 1lb plus Roach that bent the
whip double!

Oliver Reeves with dad Tom
learning the joys of fishing :)

“roach of this stamp appeared throughout
the lower river in September”
So, into September, one of the best months on the river and it
didn’t disappoint. I had a few superb a�ernoons catching Roach
on the float. These Roach seemed to appear all through the
system around this �me, encouraging along with the small Chub
and Dace through the last few weeks.

Another Day on the River as the
Sun Rises over Balderstone

The Barbel con�nued to feed too. October soon came around and the river fished even be�er as the levels remained
spot on.

Then came February…….. Looking back through my notes from the
summer I added that as long as we don’t get another Storm
Desmond these small dace/chub/roach will have a good summer/
winter behind them!? What damage Ciara will have had on the
juvenile recruitment of silvers only �me will tell? All level records
were broken the weekend of Ciara. I drove over the Tickle Trout at
approx. 12.45pm and could see that the river was not only spilling
over its banks but was also spilling over into the two gravel pits to the
le� of the North bound carriage in spectacular fashion. By the �me I
drove back at 1.30 these two gravel pits were one, incredible. Then
came Dennis, then came Jorge. Odd fish were caught in between
these storms, mainly Barbel. Interes�ngly Barbel seem to have the
ability to stay in the main river even with 20’ plus on.

That man Pimmy taking some incredible bags of
fish with as many as 19 barbel between him and
his fishing buddy Rob Astley in a session. Again,
really pleasing to see from these spectacular bags
of fish were the amount of barbel between 1lb4lb.
Juvenile recruitment appeared to
have been poor over the last few
years but 2019 certainly bucked
this trend. JP’s figures were quite
staggering over a 2/3 weeks period
as he and his pal had 149 barbel
including 11 doubles plus 69 Chub
and to cap this off Rob Astley also
had a Roach of 2lb 14oz……….!

Onto the grand finale of March. Again,
weather permi�ng this short fishing month
can be outstanding. Reports of Barbel to 13lb
8oz from the Tickle Trout area and a
confirmed 13lb 02oz to big fish man Red
Hope. Rob Astley managed one of the largest
reported Chub of the season at 6lb 3oz, Mr
Consistency-JP had a good run of both chub
to 5lb 6oz and Barbel to 10.04 with another 4
doubles too! I got in on the act with a 11.04
on Friday the 13th! On this Friday evening 4 of
us fished our stretch all catching. The same 4
fished Saturday all pre�y much in the same
swims and all blanked??? That’s fishing eh!?
Red Hope Barbel 13lb 2oz

Rob Astley’s Chub
6lb 3oz

As winter came in the fishing as expected became more weather dependant. Floods at this �me mean leaves and I always
remember an old boy fishing the river many years ago telling me that it’s the second week of December before these go
through, very true! As is the case on the Ribble the fish head for a number of regular winter holding areas and other than
preda�on will stay there. The Chub fishing was good for those in the know. The barbel fishing can be predictable during the
winter with condi�ons needing to be good as each weather front moves through to get ac�on, water temperature above 41/42
degrees and ideally rising and your in with a shout especially a�er dark. I had a 9.04lb fish on the 05/01 and a few Chub a�er
dark but struggled on the float during the day unlike the last two winters?

Neil Smith 11lb 4oz Friday 13th!

To summarise the 2019/20 season has been
brilliant. The river appeared to be in fabulous
condi�on up to the February floods. It fished well
for barbel in par�cular a�er but only �me will tell
how the Dace/Roach and small Chub fared a�er
these storms. I know of a couple of 13lb Barbel plus
numbers of 10 to 11lb fish. JP had 3 doubles in a
session on two occasions with 20 doubles over the
season, 6 being over 11lb and no re-captures either.
The Perch on the lower river con�nue to thrive with
the best reported being an incredible looking fish of
over 4lb to Louis Li�lechild.

Louis Li�lechild.Perch
over 4lb

Whilst on the subject of predatory fish Pike have
done well with our stretch producing a few and some
big fish present when the Roach shoals where about
in September. Roll on June 16th……………..Hopefully C19 permi�ng.
Steve Derbyshire with
Balderstone Pike

It would be good to get more informa�on on catches and fishing from the lower river. I’m not asking or expec�ng to get
told the exact swim! Just some details on how the river is doing elsewhere would be good. But above all as an individual
or a club get involved in looking a�er your river and join the RFCA.
I can be contacted on- ng.rfca@gmail.com
NB; As I outlined earlier I enrolled our syndicate into the RFCA to be part of a sounding board and have the ability to
report various events/incidents. On the penul�mate evening of the season the four of us who fished le� the water at
approximately 10am. We were all back pre�y much in the same swims the day a�er. In one of the swims it came to light
that some one had fished a�er we had le�? There were cigare�e bu�s, sweetcorn and more banks�ck holes in this swim
from when it was le� the evening before? Due to the ability to contact the other clubs in the Consulta�ve I contacted the
club opposite warning of what had happened. The secretary of this club then reported an “angler” accessing the river
from a strange direc�on than the norm then wading downstream onto the neighbouring club water the week previous!
By colla�ng this sort of info through the Consulta�ve that has their own an�-Poaching Officer who liaises with both the
EA and Police such incidents can be prevented and acted on. Since the lock down I have heard of fishing incidents taking
place around the Tickle Trout and Mellings area. We can only presume that if these sorts of individuals will go against all
governments Covid-19 lock down measures then they will not have the relevant permits either and are also probably
fishing out of season?? At least with the RFCA you can report these incidents in the knowledge that your helping all the
fishing clubs in the catchment to keep on top of these acts.
Keep safe, keep fishing,
Neil Smith.

